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NEW QUESTION: 1
Für welche Szenarien können Sie Power Automate verwenden?
Wählen Sie für jede der folgenden Aussagen Ja aus, wenn die Aussage wahr ist. Andernfalls
wählen Sie Nein.
HINWEIS: Jede richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Reference:
https://flow.microsoft.com/en-us/galleries/public/templates/b923bbd04bda11e78896d10a96d
3fac3/notify-the-tea
https://flow.microsoft.com/en-us/galleries/public/templates/65ceb79430ef4956a0855fbe0924
9cdf/save-office-36
https://flow.microsoft.com/en-us/blog/get-notified-of-negative-posts/

NEW QUESTION: 2
You are defining a User class with username and password properties to encapsulate data.
Which design pattern is being utilized?
A. Observer

B. Mediator
C. Factory
D. ValueObject
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have an Azure data factory.
You need to ensure that pipeline-run data is retained for 120 days. The solution must ensure
that you can query the data by using the Kusto query language.
Which four actions should you perform in sequence? To answer, move the appropriate actions
from the list of actions to the answer area and arrange them in the correct order.
NOTE: More than one order of answer choices is correct. You will receive credit for any of the
correct orders you select.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Step 1: Create an Azure Storage account that has a lifecycle policy
To automate common data management tasks, Microsoft created a solution based on Azure
Data Factory.
The service, Data Lifecycle Management, makes frequently accessed data available and
archives or purges other data according to retention policies. Teams across the company use
the service to reduce storage costs, improve app performance, and comply with data retention
policies.
Step 2: Create a Log Analytics workspace that has Data Retention set to 120 days.
Data Factory stores pipeline-run data for only 45 days. Use Azure Monitor if you want to keep
that data for a longer time. With Monitor, you can route diagnostic logs for analysis to multiple
different targets, such as a Storage Account: Save your diagnostic logs to a storage account for
auditing or manual inspection. You can use the diagnostic settings to specify the retention time
in days.
Step 3: From Azure Portal, add a diagnostic setting.
Step 4: Send the data to a log Analytics workspace,
Event Hub: A pipeline that transfers events from services to Azure Data Explorer.
Keeping Azure Data Factory metrics and pipeline-run data.
Configure diagnostic settings and workspace.
Create or add diagnostic settings for your data factory.
In the portal, go to Monitor. Select Settings > Diagnostic settings.
Select the data factory for which you want to set a diagnostic setting.
If no settings exist on the selected data factory, you're prompted to create a setting. Select Turn
on diagnostics.
Give your setting a name, select Send to Log Analytics, and then select a workspace from Log
Analytics Workspace.
Select Save.
Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/data-factory/monitor-using-azure-monitor
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